When one theorist publishes a book-a novel, at that-which contains in its title the name of another theorist, the academic reader is likely to be unable to resist looking for "in-group" ironies. When that novelist-theorist is Umberto Eco, who just happens to be someone who rarely mentions Michel Foucault by name, puzzlement may jostle for position with irony, even if we realize that Jean Bernard Leon Foucault was a nineteenth-century physicist whose famous pendulum hangs in the Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers in Paris. Nevertheless, I want to argue that it is almost impossible not to think of Michel Foucault when reading this novel. But as the puzzlement dissipates, the ironies remain.
presence of chance or accident (in The Name of the Rose) or by hyperbolic expansion and inversion (in Foucault's Pendulum). In this latter novel, the "belief that the mind, given enough time, can understand everything" [Holquist 141] is taken to an overstated, ironic extreme: it is the portrait of the totalizing mind imploding. Eco's ultra-contrived plot about plots operates much likePynchon's paranoia in Gravity'sRainbow. But it is not the "scientifically charted and organized familiarity of the totalized world" [Spanos 155] that gets ironically subverted here; rather it is the flip side of positivism-hermetic thought. Its self-confirming, circular mode of including contradictory elements is at the same time put in motion and called into question. For the mystic adept, every word becomes a sign of something else, the truth of what is not said. Therefore one must learn to read with suspicion, lest something be missed. Irony, of course, is also a sign of something elsethe not said-and to be sensitive to irony is to read with suspicion. Foucault's Pendulum shows what happens to hermetic thought when it confronts the irony that is structurally its twin.
In 1986 Eco gave a course on hermetic semiosis at the University of Bologna's Istituto di Discipline della Comunicazione, in which he studied the interpretive practice of seeing both the world and texts in terms of relations of sympathy and resemblance. His time frame ranged from prehistoric times to the present. Now, perhaps, we can begin to see what all of this has to do with Michel Foucault. In The Order of Things (Les mots et les choses), Foucault argued that this kind of thought was historically limited, a Renaissance paradigm which gave way to a modem, scientific one. The epistemological space up to the end of the sixteenth century was one Foucault saw as governed by a rich "semantic web of resemblance" [17] . In his course Eco clearly wanted to challenge this temporal periodization, to argue that this kind of thought never really disappeared, that there was no final epistemic break. In his view the hermetic semiosis discernable in documents from the early centuries of the Christian era (forexample, Corpus hermeticum) developed clandestinely in the medieval period, triumphed in the humanistic rediscovery of hermetic writings in the Renaissance and Baroque periods, and continues to exist parallel to the quantitative science that then developed (often crossing it, more often opposing it) [Eco, "Introduzione" 9-10]. Newton, for example, is known to have combined moder science and cabalistic speculation. More recently he points out that Gilbert Durand, in Science de l'homme et la tradition, linked contemporary structuralist and poststructuralist thought with the same logic that accepts the plurivocal nature of both interpretation and texts. We might recall, in this vein, Derrida's notion that "[b]etween rationalism and mysticism there is ... a certain complicity" [80] . In other words, the pendulum has continued to swing between the extremes of some form of reason and some form of mysticism, and this is one of many meanings of the titular pendulum. The others require more context to be understood.
Foucault's Pendulum is narrated by a young Italian scholar, Casaubon, in the hours following the climax of the Plan's plotting as he awaits what he imagines to be his death. It is in this light-knowing the end of the story, so to speak-that he fills in the background. He recounts how, while writing a dissertation on the medieval Knights Templar, he had become an unofficial consultant to Jacopo Belbo and his colleague, Diotallevi, editors for a small, serious press, when a certain right-wing Colonel Ardenti had approached the press about publishing a problematic book. According to its author, this book would act as a call to pool knowledge and solve the mystery of the Templar plan to conquer the world, a plan that involved a secret about some immense power source. Such a publication would enable contact with others "in the know" that might lead to picking up the thread of the plot that had been lost because of a missed meeting and thus a missing piece of the puzzle. Ardenti disappears under mysterious circumstances, possibly murder, and the book remains unpublished-but its contents lie dormant in the minds of the editors and their consultant. Casaubon completes his dissertation on the diacritics / spring 1992At this point, things begin to go badly for the Planners. As Belbo works Hitler into the Plan, Diotallevi (who wants to be Jewish) becomes sick. Convinced that he has developed cancer because they have "sinned against the Word" by mocking knowledge [564], Diotallevi sees his cancer cells as inventing a Plan of their own in a diabolical allegory of their hermetic Plan [566] . As Diotallevi lies dying, Belbo falls into the trap of belief. Desperate to be an actor instead of a spectator, an author instead of an editor, he thinks of himself as a god-like creator: "Inventing, he had created the principle of reality" [531] . Given the importance the Plan had granted to the Conservatoire and the pendulum in Paris, Belbo leaves to fulfill his destiny on the day of the summer solstice. A mysteriously interrupted call from Belbo to Casaubon sends the latter to Belbo's apartment to read his computer files and, from there, to follow him to Paris, where he hides in a periscope in the Conservatoire and waits for the solstice midnight.
The TRES or the Templi Resurgentes Equites Synarchici-an invention of the Planners, or so they thought-appear on time and almost the entire cast of characters of the novel is to be found among these reborn Templars. As Casaubon says, "if you invent a plan and others carry it out, it's as if the Plan exists. At that point it does exist" [619]. Belbo and the pendulum are the center of the bizarre ceremony in which, as Casaubon witnesses, they try to wrest from him the Secret. Since there is no Secret, of course, Belbo dies-refusing "to bow to unmeaning" [623] . Early in the novel we had read one of Belbo's computer files in which a slip of the finger is said to have the power to erase And so They will. So do we all: it is the job of critics and readers to "derive another dark theory" and "decipher the secret message hidden behind" the words of texts. This is what I meant by the notion that Eco makes his works hard to write about. But I would still argue that, although this is a novel about connections and resemblances that is structured, obsessively so, on connections and resemblances, it is irony-the canker or cancer beneath overt resemblance-that makes Eco's plot different from Casaubon's Plan. Without irony, Eco's novel would be an exemplar of hermetic semiosis; with irony, it becomes simultaneously both an examplar and a critique. This is "both/and" thinking of the first order. As the temporal pendulum swings, medieval hermeticism and contemporary postmodernism share the ability to juggle "complexity and contradiction" in what postmodern architect Robert Venturi calls "the difficult unity of inclusion" [16]. Foucault's Pendulum-structured as tightly, as rigidly as any modernist novel-carries structure to such an extreme that it implodes: it ironically turns in on itself and metamorphoses into an "open" work, by Eco's own definition. It both continues and contravenes the modernist project. The pendulum swings, and it is irony that provides the magnetic field to make it swing. In calling The Name of the Rose postmodern, Eco himself once foregrounded this double-talking trope: "Irony, metalinguistic play, enunciation squared. Thus, with the modern, anyone who does not understand the game can only reject it, but with the postmodern, it is possible not to diacritics / spring 1992 understand the game and yet to take it seriously. Which is, after all, the quality (the risk) of irony" [Postscript 68]. In Foucault' s Pendulum it is the ironizing of the twin modernist elements of reflexivity and intertextuality that activates the particular game of resemblances and connections.
Textual reflexivity operates on many levels in this novel. Each of the 120 sections of the work begins with a citation-presumably one of the 120 that Casaubon found in Belbo's computer files and in the light of which he interprets "the whole story" [43] . The 120 sections are divided into 10 chapters of uneven length, each labelled according to one of the parts of the mystic Tree of the Sefirot and each explained within the text itself. The first (Keter), for instance, is called "the Crown, the beginning, the primal void" [18]; the second (Hokhmah) is strangely described as the sign of wisdom in a box-strangely, that is, until we realize that this is the section in which Casaubon finds out how to enter Belbo's computer system and acquire, if not wisdom, at least information. It is also the source of much of the story line to follow, just as Hokhmah is said to hold "the essence of all that will emanate from it" From the first pages of this novel, the pendulum itself is presented to us in language both mystic and scientific, both overblown and precise, signalling in language the swing between magic and reason. What we might call pendular thinking, oscillating between opposites, has always characterized Eco's work-both creative and theoretical. We need only remember the importance of nonorder to order and instability to stability in his semiotic theorizing, or the undercutting of reason by chance in The Name oftheRose. That pendular binaries also end up moving more or less in circles, like Foucault's pendulum, is not unrelated to Eco's theory of the self-reflexive circularity of semiotic systems in his Theory of Semiotics. The titular pendulum, in other words, becomes a plurivalent sign whose allegorical meanings proliferate in the text to form a complex setof reflexive misesen-abyme. But at the climax of the novel, as Belbo hangs from the pendulum, something seems to change. While the pendulum is described in binary terms both as Belbo's Sinai and as his Calvary [600], the ironic paradoxes that have constituted its identity seem to resolve as it is identified with Belbo's moment of understanding. It is described as "no symbol, no sign, symptom, allusion, metaphor, or enigma: it was what it was. It did not stand for anything else" [633] . Yet it is hard not to notice that this resolution into nonparadox, nonirony comes (ironically) at the moment in which a literalization of the socalled postmodern death of the subject results in the affirmation of subjectivity, when the so-called postmodern crisis in representation is resolved-doubly resolved, in both literary and scientific terms. The very next section of the novel opens with a letter from Mr. Casaubon's theory of the elements which made the seed of all tradition was not likely to bruise itself unawares against discoveries: itfloated amongflexible conjectures no more solid than those etymologies which seemed strong because of likeness in sound, until it was shown that likeness in sound made them impossible: it was a method of interpretation which was not tested by the necessity offorming anything which had sharper collisions than an elaborate notion of Gog and Magog: it was as free from interruption as a plan for threading the stars together. [351] In explicitly sending his readers to a text that ironizes totalizing thinking, underlining its "constructedness," Eco points to the Plan's obvious fabrication. He also signals the equally suspiciously "constructed" nature of all totalizing systems of thought-including, of course, his own.
The other series of cultural intertexts behind the name of Casaubon are as ironically invoked as Eliot's is. The Renaissance philologist Isaac Casaubon (1559-1614) was known for his apposite but profuse illustrative commentaries on texts. Here I would like to think that it is Eco himself as much as his character who is being ironized. But the historical Casaubon also wrote a book which challenged the authenticity of certain hermetic texts which were crucial to Renaissance occultism and also changed the idea of when hermetic thought originated. With the proliferation of apt intertextual echoes like these, Eco enacts both what he has called "hermetic drift" and Peirce's "unlimited semiosis". In fact, he uses each to ironize the other. The following is his definition of the similarity and difference between the two terms: "There is a fundamental principle in Peirce's semiotics: 'A sign is something by knowing which we know something more' (8.332). On the contrary, the norm of Hermetic semiosis seems to be: 'A sign is something by knowing which we know something else"' [The Limits 28]. The ironic literalization and the exaggeration-that is, the not only unlimited but rampant semiosis-of the Plan provide the "something else" which becomes, to the Planners' shock, the "something more."
As . In the age of information technology, many have wanted to see the computer as that "new form" of knowledge. But, as presented in the novel, the computer can never replace "man," for it cannot create knowledge but can only combine and randomize knowledge that is given to it-and even that is done more effectively by a human (the press's assistant, Gudrun [373]). It is not even used to make cross-referenced connections: Casaubon uses index cards to help him do that [225] . Belbo, the main user of the computer in the story, says he will employ it to order, and edit the work of others, not to create or write about himself. He names it Abulafia after the man who dedicated his life to the science of the combination of the letters of God's name, and one of his first exercises on the computer is to work out all those 720 combinations-duly printed in the text we read. Despite his stated intentions, Belbo does use it to write about his own life and even to fictionalize by parodying, with a kind of Joycean euphoria, the texts of others, including those of Eco himself. He begins with: "O what a beautiful morning at the end of November, in the beginning was the word, sing to me, goddess, the son of Peleus, Achilles now is the winter of our discontent" [24] .
Perhaps the greatest Foucaldian irony in the novel's presentation of the computer, however, is that its limitations-its ability to randomize, to use only what is fed to it-turn out to be the limits that Foucault ascribes to the mechanisms of resemblance in preseventeenth-century hermetic thought. He writes of"the plethoric yetabsolutely povertystricken character of this knowledge" Michel Foucault himself turns ironic when discussing the need for visible markers or "signatures" of these various kinds of often secret resemblances operating in hermetic thinking-not accidently, a need shared by irony itself: "Now there is a possibility that we might make our way through all this marvellous teeming abundance of resemblances without even suspecting that it has long been prepared by the order of the world, for our greater benefit" [26] . In Eco's ironic literalizing of Foucault's irony, the Plan is not "prepared by the order of the world" but is prepared very much by the order of man. And resemblance, as Foucault describes it, becomes the inversion of the trope of irony: both "require signatures" to be interpreted, so that "the space inhabited" by both 
